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The London Olympics appear to have made a significant impact on the outlook of UK 
churches. At the time of writing over 3,000 local churches in the UK have signed up for 
involvement in the More Than Gold (MTG) movement which holds that  "the churches in the 
UK have a once in a lifetime opportunity thanks to the 2012 Games being awarded to 
London. We are here to be a one-stop-shop that helps the churches seize the moment." [1]  
The mission of MTG is "to enable the UK churches to engage with the 2012 Games" [2] and 
its vision is that "when the dust has finally settled we hope to have fulfilled our dream for the 
2012 Games to have enabled thousands of churches to taste the excitement of reaching 
their community in fresh and ongoing ways in Jesus’ name." [3] MTG holds that, "all too often 
the churches are seen negatively, as out of touch and only interested in themselves. The 
2012 Games provides a unique opportunity for UK churches to be seen for what they really 
are." [4] MTG aims to achieve this transformation in a range of ways but here is a primary 
way which is helpful in re-enforcing the centrality of the local church in sports ministry.  MTG 
aims to support local churches by "making connections between the many agencies and 
thousands of churches that can make it happen" [5] 

 

Sport in the UK 

The importance of the MTG initiative is predicated on the significant number of the UK 
population who are involved in sport. If it is indeed the task of the local church to share the 
good news of Jesus in its local community, then the figures below indicate that a sizable 
proportion of most communities in the country are involved in sport. "Currently in the UK 45% 
of adults and 87% of young people participate regularly in sport, yet the Government has set 
an even more ambitious target  - to introduce the equivalent of 100,000 new participants to 
sport every month until 2020.” [6] Again, “over 10 million adults in England alone play sport in 
a club” [7] and “there are 150,000 Sports clubs in the UK” [8]. 

These are significant numbers which make up a sizable proportion in a UK population of 
around 62 million people. [9] If we are to understand this broad people group more clearly, it 
will be necessary to define the range of sporting participation the numbers represent.  
Defining the nature of participation in sport is a relatively complex operation.  We will here 
use a scale called the "McCown Sport in Ministry Map" [10] to show the range of people who 
engage in sport. Before outlining the definitions, it's worth noting that though we shall use his 
definition of "Spectator" here, spectators are not included in the range of UK statistics 
regarding sports participants outlined above. If they were to be added the number of people 
in the UK who are involved in sport on a regular basis would increase even more 
dramatically. 

McCown suggests the following levels of engagement with sport and following the categories 
offered by McCown, we will offer a summary definition and, in appropriate cases, the ways in 
which sports mission movements have engaged with that type of sports participant. 

 

"Spectator" [11]: these are people who watch sport.  Sports mission movements have 
employed as a primary evangelistic methodology the distribution of the testimonies of "High 
Profile" (see below) Christian athletes during major sporting events. 
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"Novice": "Novices are those participants who are developing sports skills at an introductory 
or developmental level, and they can be of any age." [12] 

 

"Leisure": the third category comprises of people who compete for fun. "Their sport is a 
hobby that they enjoy; yet not something they take too seriously. For them, participation is 
more important than performance and results." [13] Where churches are involved in sports 
participation, this is the most common methodology employed.  

 

"Player": as we move to the rest of the categories, the characteristics of the people involved 
in sport change significantly. From this point on the people defined find their identity in their 
sport experience…If you ask a Player to tell you a bit about himself, he will reply, "I'm a 
cricketer" or "I'm a swimmer", or identify herself through whatever sport he play. Players are 
known by others on their team and in their community because of their sport. "What sets the 
Players on a team apart is the fact that they are highly competitive and extremely motivated 
by their performance. Unlike Leisure, they are concerned with performance as much as or 
more than winning." [14] Most of their experiences are sports related and all of their life 
experiences are filtered and processed through their sport experience. People like this spend 
much of their spare time in sports clubs, training and competing. They find it difficult to 
commit to church activities and relationships if they are to sustain the level of commitment 
required in their sport, and are often peripheral to their church community. This tension is 
further heightened in the final two categories. 

 

"Elite": "the Elite in sport possess all the characteristics of the Player coupled with a greater 
fear of failure. Even more so than the Players, they are concerned with individual 
performances over winning and losing. It is hard to discern whether the motivations of the 
people who want to be their friends are genuine or for selfish gains. So despite the fact that 
their team mates often fulfill their need for friendship, Elite players are so competitive that 
they place their own performance, and by extension their own interests, above those of their 
team and team mates." [15] In some sports the Elite player remains an amateur or a part 
time professional, so their involvement in a local church can be even more limited that a 
Player. These folks are in a minority but even as Christians are often beyond the fringe of 
local church relationships. 

 

"High Profile": these are the famous Elite players, the David Beckhams of sport. "High 
Profile players have the Player and Elite characteristics plus significant public profile arising 
from their fame and popularity." [16] They are usually the sportspeople that Spectators are 
interested in hearing from, and therefore they are the fuel for Spectator driven testimonial 
literature and films, as observed in our first category above. 

 

 

Sport, church and para church mission 

The large number and wide range of sports participation in the UK should be considered as a 
significant mission field for the UK church.   Yet the dominant force in the modern history of 
sports mission has been the para-church as opposed to local church movements. The 
encouragement of the MTG movement outlined at the start of this paper is that it wants to 
take the local church seriously enough not to by-pass it in its zeal for mission to 
sportspeople. Indeed, it presupposes an underlying ecclesiology that was present in the 
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origins of sports mission in Victorian England in the late nineteenth century but that has been 
absent for the last century.  

The impact of churches on the development of sport and evangelism in the UK has been 
documented in popular form by Peter Lupson, in his book 'Thank God For Football' [17]. He 
shows how post 1850 the relationship between churches, sport and recreation became very 
strong, initially through engagement with what McCown calls local Leisure and increasingly 
Player participants as a result of government legislation insisting upon regular recreation time 
for industrial workers. Indeed, this was the primary factor in the the development of some of 
today's major football clubs such as Aston Villa, Everton, Liverpool, Fulham, Manchester 
City, Queen's Park Rangers and Tottenham Hotspur. It was local churches that pioneered 
this relationship between sport, Christian mission and society in their own neighborhoods. 

Allied to this development in local churches in industrial areas was the emergence of 
"muscular Christianity" in the English public schools. In the Victorian period the lawless 
environment of the public schools was addressed by Thomas Arnold under his headship at 
Rugby School (from 1828) by his application of his Christian ethic to leadership. Sport was at 
the heart of this, for example by codifying the rules of games, and encouraging ethical 
development through amateur sport. The influence of Thomas Hughes’ Tom Brown’s 
Schooldays, fictionalising his time under Arnold at Rugby was very influential in developing 
‘muscular Christianity’ in the English schools system and these values are perhaps best 
represented by the McCown's Leisure and Player categories. 

Meanwhile, Ladd and Matthisen [18] have charted the development of the relationship 
between sport and mission in the United States (US) and drawn attention to the fact that the 
dominant drivers of the movement were para-church organisations. The observation of this 
paper is that this was the polar opposite of what happened in the UK and that this has had a 
detrimental effect on local church sports mission in the UK. 

Dwight Moody, the Chicago based itinerant evangelist, was involved with the Chicago YMCA 
and by 1867 boxer Orville Gardner's Christian conversion and public testimony through the 
YMCA brought a Christian sportsman's testimony into a celebrity status hitherto unknown. By 
the 1880s the New York YMCA developed  a series of "Athletic Sundays". The Christian 
message was offered through the testimonies of prominent athletes such as Billy Sunday, a 
professional baseball player who had recently converted to Christianity. Sports mission was 
being driven by para-church leadership and by their contact, using language developed by 
McCown, with Elite and High Profile participants in sport, whereas in England it was driven 
initially by churches and schools working with Leisure and Player participants. 

D.L. Moody's links in England led to something of a convergence of these two worlds. Moody 
developed a strong relationship with the family of C.T. Studd, the amateur international 
English cricketer and famous member of ‘the Cambridge Seven’ (who eschewed Elite and 
High Profile participation to become missionaries to China). J.E.K. Studd, C.T.'s elder 
brother, toured the American colleges in 1885 at Moody's invitation and played a role in 
establishing a generation of American college students who met at the Northfield Conference 
and emulated the Cambridge sportsmen's zeal for mission, particularly on campus. 'By the 
early 1890s six of the starting eleven of Yale's football team were evangelical Christians and 
the YMCAs on college campuses were booming' [19]. These new leaders of Sports mission 
in the US were Players. 

Sports mission was now being driven by Players but it wasn't to last as the US default 
position of para-church leadership allied to Elite and High Profile testimonies regained 
prominence. This crucial divorce from local church roots, which drove the emergence of 
sports mission in the US, was to have a significant influence on the 20th century sports 
mission movement. [22] 
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This thesis is supported by what happened in a second wave of the US sports mission 
movement under the ministry of Billy Graham and Youth for Christ from the 1940s onwards. 
[21] Billy Graham was determined to make his mission in his home town of Charlotte in 1947 
a success. He and his Youth For Christ associates realised that sport might attract a youth 
audience ready to listen to their message even though, since the late 19th century, the 
relationship between Christianity and sport in the US had broken down. On the opening night 
of the Charlotte Mission, Graham used Gill Dodds, the American Mile Champion, in a race 
and then to testify to his faith. It was a great success and it became normative for Billy 
Graham to use High Profile sportspeople's testimony in his missions. 

Subsequently, it was the emerging para-church organisations that continued to drive the 
movement in the US. The Fellowship of Christian Athletes, founded in 1955, became and 
continues to be, the dominant force in domestic American mission to young Players and uses 
the testimony of the Elite and High Profile participants to evangelise young Players as well as 
Spectators. 

Internationally, throughout the 1950s, numerous American college teams made up of Players 
began travelling across the globe during their summer vacation to play sports like basketball 
and to share their faith.  Bill Bright began Campus Crusade in 1951, followed in 1966 by 
Athletes in Action (AIA), initiated by Dave Hannah, who said “the purpose of this work is to 
introduce athletes to Christ, then to use the platform they have for evangelism.” The AIA 
contacts on campuses filled up teams of travelling missionary teams in the summers. By 
2009 AiA had 875 staff in 60 countries and continues to provide multiple resources for sports 
mission predicated on the use of High Profile testimonies to drive the mission strategy. 

By the 1980s evangelical muscular Christianity was increasingly well established 
organisationally and culturally on a global level. [21] The big sporting events were now huge 
cultural tools available to churches as a means of outreach. In the early 1980s 
representatives of the American sports missions organisations and emerging foreign-based 
organisations gradually discovered each other through a series of informal meetings and 
conferences which gave rise to the International Sports Coalition. In action not unlike the 
Northfield conferences in the 1880s or the early Billy Graham Youth For Christ meetings in 
the mid-1940s, several individuals worked to merge the overlapping interests and concerns.  
The result was the formation of the International Sports Coalition with the purpose “to 
promote unity and co-operation with local church and para-church sports ministry servants so 
that together we might follow God's leading in worldwide evangelism and exhort each other 
to keep Christ first in our lives and ministries”. The crowning achievement was a week-long 
gathering of more than five hundred delegates in Seoul prior to the 1988 Olympic Games for 
the World Congress on Sport.   

In Europe, in 1989, there was the first ARENA conference out of which grew the European 
Christian Sports Union (ECSU).  There is currently sports mission in 27 countries out of 52 in 
Europe. In the UK, Christians in Sport was founded in 1980, emerging in Oxford in the 70s as 
a para-church student movement and in the spirit of American methodology, the Gill Dodd 
phenomenon happened in UK.  In  the 50s and 60s there were virtually no role models 
among UK Christians sportspeople apart from David Shepherd, the England cricketer who 
went on to become the Bishop of Liverpool.  Alan West, captain of Luton Town, was 
converted to Christianity in1976, one of the first High Profile footballers to give testimony to 
his faith in the post war era. 

In 1984 there were no known Christians in the British Olympic team but by 1988 Andrew 
Wingfield Digby and Peter Swaffield were chaplains ministering to 5-10 Christians in  the UK 
team. In 1989, the international Olympian and High Profile Christian Kris Akabusi spoke at a 
Billy Graham Mission in Crystal Palace, echoing the methodology of Charlotte in 1947.  By 
1996 Christians in Sport were making videos with High Profile participants Jonathan 
Edwards, Gavin Peacock, Bernhard Langer, Cyrille Regis and Inge Tuigamala, whilst other 
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High Profile participants whose testimony was made public in this period included Sue 
Barker, Justin Fashanu and Glenn Hoddle.  

Not all the names listed are today pleased to have been identified with the cause of Christian 
mission in their younger, High Profile prime! Indeed, in retrospect Christians in Sport have 
observed that the risk of asking young, famous High Profile sports participants to be the key 
drivers of sports mission has substantial pastoral risks for those athletes both during their 
athletic careers and even more significantly when they are no long High Profile athletes.  

 

More Than Gold, the Local Church and the future of sports mission. 

In its original form, UK sports mission was led by the pioneering US led methodology; in 
McCown's language sports mission was dominated by para-church movements working 
alongside Elite and High Profile athletes who were professing Christians. This had a subtle 
dual effect. Pastorally, it became effectively a 'church' movement, since the majority of these 
itinerant, Elite and High Profile athletes found their Christian community amongst their 
'Christians in Sport' contemporaries who understood their world so well, ahead of their 
relationships in their local churches.  The second effect was the noteworthy influence of the 
story, or testimony, of these athletes on the wider British public, which encouraged Christians 
in Sport to facilitate the production of videos to maximise the publicity for the Christian 
message in the public, sporting arena. The decision to encourage such public testimony was 
made by the para-church staff, without consultation with a local church leadership who had 
any day to day, church based contact with the athlete, leading to some pastoral disasters in 
the lives of the High Profile athlete, both during and after their careers. 

Since the Atlanta Olympics in 1996 there has always been a major sports mission strategy at 
Olympic Games and World Cups, with the Olympic brand now entitled More Than Gold and 
the World Cup branded The Ultimate Goal.  The MTG approach to the London Olympic 
Games has provided a significant impetus for the possibility of minimising para-church 
groups with their emphasis on Elite and High Profile testimony in favour of local church 
mission to sportspeople. In the last year the More Than Gold movement has seen all major 
denominations and  some 3,000 churches sign up for involvement in the possibilities for 
mission surrounding the Olympic Games. For the first time in the history of sports mission in 
the UK, this number provides a critical mass of churches who are explicitly desiring to 
consider sports mission a part of their portfolio.  

As we approach London 2012, alongside the longstanding and excellent provision of 
chaplains to coaches and competitors within the Olympic Village itself, there is an Athletes' 
Family Hosting programme (namely free accommodation for overseas competitors’ family 
members provided by local churches); high quality, purpose-designed evangelistic resources 
not always dependent on High Profile testimonies; sports clinics and camps programmes 
which are delivered locally by churches; local church driven public screening of the major 
events of the Games as well as the provision of street pastors in strategic venues and 
churches in strategic places being open to visitors.  

Thirty years after the emergence of para-church driven sports ministry, the MTG movement 
is showing strong indicators that the local church in the UK may be seeing the vision for how 
it can engage its surrounding sports community, through the mission of local Christians who 
happen to have a passion for sport in their own, local community. This may at first appear a 
relatively small gain, but in terms of a mission strategy it speaks significantly of a potential 
legacy for mission for local churches in the UK into a significant mission field in the country 
for years to come. 
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